LAUDATO SI

Issued by the Archdiocesan Office of Environment, Mumbai 18th JUNE 2020

c E l e b r at i n g 5 Y E A R S
OF eco-spirituality

Reflections from a Lockdown

On 18th June 2015 Pope Francis released
Laudato Si’, the watershed encyclical letter that
called the world’s attention to the increasingly
precarious state of our common home. Pope
Francis’ prophetic words continue to ring
in our ears: “What kind of world do we want to
leave to those who come after us, to children who
are now growing up?” (LS, 160)
Archdiocesan Office for Environment,
Mumbai would like to commemorate this event
with some sharings of women and men who are
involved in the care of the earth. I would like to
congratulate all the writers and all the ecowarriors who are changing the face of the
universe.
Praise be to you, my Lord.

Bishop Allwyn D'Silva,
Bishop in Charge of the Social Apostolate,
Mumbai

Laudato Si (Praise Be) is the second encyclical
written by Pope Francis that was officially released on
18th June 2015. The encyclical is a path breaking
document as it highlighted the situation of our
common home, the fragility of our planet and of our
human existence and the need to care for creation. This
document was well received not only among the
Christians but was also appreciated by people of all
th
faiths. To commemorate the 5 anniversary of Laudato
Si the Vatican Dicastery celebrated the Laudato Si Week
from 16th May to 24th May last month. Unfortunately
because of the Covid19 pandemic a number of
programmes were cancelled and a result a Laudato Si
th
Special Anniversary Year has been announced from 24
May 2020 to 24th May 2021.
To commemorate the 5th Anniversary of Laudato
Si, the Archdiocesan Office for Environment has
published a small booklet consisting of peoples
experiences and reflections during the lockdown
period of caring for creation. We had asked people to
share poems, images, reflections, paintings to express
their engagement with nature and creation during the
lockdown. This small booklet is the assimilation of the
experiences and reflection of few participants. On
behalf of AOE I thank each one of them for their
valuable contribution. I would also like to thank Fr. Ryan
Alex for conceptualizing the booklet and for the
creative and artistic layout and design.

Fr. Joseph Gonsalves
Head – Archdiocesan Office for Environment
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EMPTY ALLEYS

he skyline minus the smog is
clearly visible from hundreds of
miles away in India for the first
time in decades. People all over the
world are marvelling at how clear the air
seems to be right now as pollution levels
have dropped due to coronavirus
lockdowns and stay-at-home orders in
most parts of the world.
I think we are seeing some
remarkable environmental gains in
clearer water and clearer skies. I think,
what we will see is this drop in emissions
because we are driving less. We are not
using planes as much. Our transportation
emissions are at a standstill now. We are
seeing environmental gains, which is
wonderful. But with rising temperatures,
we will see impacts threaten how we
produce food or access water, resulting
in extensive migration. And that issue we
may not solve through the pandemic,
even with reduction of emissions.
Much of the world is in a “pause”
right now. Is anything being done in this
Pause-phase globally to address some of
these issues? Efforts are afoot, but it has
caused a pause. In some indoor places
like banks or offices, wearing a face mask
is required, and they encourage you to
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wash your hands as frequently as
possible. India is such a populous
country, and when you see empty roads,
empty alleyways, you do not see people
the way they are, it feels very real. The
country is placed on lockdown, confining
1.3 billion people to their homes for
almost two months and for how long
nobody knows. Curfews are imposed,
and most businesses are closed. As a
result, a staggering number of Indians
have lost their jobs, with the last count
being 140 million.
The lockdown measures also saw a
massive internal migration as Indians
fled cities to return to their villages,
leaving some of the world's most
crowded areas desolate.
Talk about the animals they are
ex p l o r i n g e m p t i e d s t re e t s a n d
waterways and delighting human
inhabitants along the way. While many
are not unique sightings, human
restrictions due to the coronavirus
pandemic seem to have given animals
and birds the confidence to come deeper
into our cities without any fear of being
attacked. There is a boom in wildlife
while humans are away.

Eco Ambassador Belinda Lopes
St John the Baptist, Thane

THE HEART OF THE UNIVERSE

E

verything God created with love and The Universe has a heart.
The heartbeats were for love, peace and harmony.
We humans walked the discovery path in quest of innovation, technology.
To find success, modernization and entangled with our busy lives.
our eyes were blind, to love the Universe.
The universe endured debris, toxic emissions, pollution.

Poor Universe was shattered with a heartbreak by its own creation.
While the innocent animals and birds enjoyed their habitats in peace.
Our actions threatened their happy and joyful living.
Universe was in the red zone , the limit had surpassed the patience.
The rage of the universe, started warning the existence of life.
The Universe' heart cried with frequent cyclones, earthquakes, floods.
Did I hear the call – the call of the universe?
The echoes of the voice of the Lord – “come back to me”?
The Universe pleads to Humans – do you have a heart?
Hello – I am the Universe ;
Do you care for me ? Are you listening?
I am hurt ; i am bleeding ; listen to me.
Ohhh! There is no response.
Universe with a broken heart was longing to refresh.
At that moment – A thunderbolt of pandemic struck – The Corona virus.
A soldier emerged in us to stay safe, locked indoors and distancing.
A pause to our busy life !!!!!!!!!!!
What happened?- Universe started to mend its broken heart.
Clear skies , oceans and seas, the Earth started to heal.
Birds, animals and creatures found freedom.
The pandemic was not desired but our minds started rethinking.
We have become creative, We started to care for one another,
struggled to travel back to our families -love calling - motherland.
Indoors gave us time with our families, time for ourselves.
Digital connect - Looking up to the Lord -for solutions & guidance.
Miles apart socializing and connecting with dear and near ones.
making a difference to each other.
Slow down – says the universe.
God wants you to walk, not run.
We have to join our hearts with the universe.
Lift our hearts to our Lord – revive the melodies of nature.
Pump our heart to love what is around us.
Let the lockdown seed germinate.
To recreate and ressurect the beauty of this universe.
To celebrate our life with God.
To love , serve, humble ourselves.
To preserve what is healing - the heart of the universe.
Joyce Fernandes
St Anthony, Malad
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CORONA TO KARUNA

re we willing to hear the Cry and Song
of Creation? and we want to integrate
your reflections in this video. When
God, the Creator of this Universe created this
Earth, He saw that it was indeed very good.
Sad to say, that today our Mother Earth (The
Creation) is crying, groaning because she is the
victim not the cause of the futility ,and she is
longing to be free of this oppressive force.
The Word of God says in Hosea 4,
“There is no faithfulness or loyalty, and no
knowledge of God in the land. Swearing, lying
and murder and stealing and adultery break
out; bloodshed follows bloodshed. Therefore
the land mourns, and all who live in it
languish; together with the wild animals and
the birds of the air, even the fish of the sea are
perishing.” Also in Romans 8:22, 23 : We know
that the whole creation has been groaning as
in the pains of childbirth until now; and not
only the creation, but we ourselves.”
We have to admit that we have not
cared for the earth with the self-sacrificing
and nurturing love that was required of us.
Instead we have nurtured broken relationships
in creation causing the current environmental
crisis which has led to climate change.
The current pandemic has given us an
important lesson that we need to shed all
petty political differences, let go of our
narrow-mindedness and instead focus on
building one human community of love, care
and concern for the creation and for one
another.
Today, COVID-19 has come to question
all that we took for granted. And our failure to
collaborate in tackling COVID-19 is threatening
all of us, because everyone is vulnerable to
the virus until the vaccine is discovered.
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We are all inter dependent on each
other and we need to break all barriers of
social, economic and racial differences and
use the situation as an opportunity to
conserve the environment and improve the
health system instead of investing
enormous funds in stockpiling of weapons
of mass destruction.
While Corona has brought with it a wave of
negative things, it is calling us to shift our
focus from Corona to Karuna.
1. It has reminded us once again
that we are nothing but a speck of dust in
the whole of creation. Therefore, we need
to be grateful for all the moments we have
and all the things we can enjoy.
2. It has taught us to slow down in
our daily hustle and bustle of life - we are
working like machines and always on the
run. Instead, it is now an opportunity to
focus on our spirituality – spending more
time in prayer and doing acts of mercy,
showing love and compassion towards the
last, the least and the lost, believing that
solidarity is more important than ever.
3. Finally, the most important
lesson: Care about our planet where we
live. Having ignored the warning signs that
have been given, such as climate change,
melting icecaps and volcano eruptions with
an increasing number of hurricanes and
thunderstorms, we have learned our lesson
to be nice to our Mother Earth believing
that she will be kind to us.
The promise of the Lord: The Lord
will surely comfort Zion and look with
compassion on all her ruins; he will make
her deserts like Eden, her wastelands like
the garden of the Lord” (Isaiah 51:3; Isaiah
41:18-20; Ezekiel 36:35)

Eco Ambassadors Oswald D’Cunha
St. Joseph Church, Mira Road

LOOK WHAT
I FOUND.....

D

uring this lockdown, I
found a few moth
cocoons dwelling
under the fallen leaves of my garden.
It was an army green moth that we
found after mulching the garden
flower beds.
I also heard the sound of leaves
rustling in the trees very calming.
Here is the photograph of Blue
Banded Bees in and around my
garden beds. They live in solidarity
and nest in the ground (not in hives)
in small colonies up to only 10
individuals. These are our native
pollinators that need to be protected
as development leaves no room for
them and bio-diversity is vital for
sustaining a healthy environment.

Eco Ambassador George Remedios
Sacred Heart Church, Santa Cruz
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WE ARE HOMO SAPIENS

W
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e are Homo Sapiens - the Wisdom Crown of Creation
But we re-invented ourselves;
Interpreting Wisdom as Smart - Smarter than our creator;
So, we learn our lessons … and, then, we forget … we ever forget!
The deluge, typhoons, bush fires!
Cyclones, hurricanes, earthquakes!
We weather them all … and, then … We forget … we ever forget!
Pre-modern Sages warn us … Satya, Ahimsa, Brahmacharya, Swadeshi …
We listen … and, then … We forget … we ever forget!
For we chase dreams … Development, First-World Status, the Moon …
And must plunder all that stands in the way … be it nature or humans …
WE ARE SMART, wielding weapons and technology …
SMARTER THAN OUR CREATOR!
Our concrete jungles, apartments touching the sky,
Bullet trains, rocket-speed jets, supersonic aircrafts, nuclear stealth …
United Wisdom confronts us … Climate Change, Kyoto Protocol, the Paris Agreement!
Carbon Footprints, COPs 1- 25, MDGs … Sustainable Development by 2030!
But by “roll call” time, we have opted out …
tough options prevent the pursuit of our dreams!
And, so … We forget … we ever forget!
Post-modern Saints call us: Laudato Si … Ecological Metanoia … Global Inequality …
This year 2020 … 50 th Anniversay of World Earth Day and
5th Anniversary of Laudato Si …with the theme: “Everything is Connected”
Before we could forget again …
Overnight … we are stopped in our tracks
by a tiny sequence of genetic material - Coronavirus !!
We quickly learned a new vocabulary …
LOCKDOWN, Covid-19, Hand- washing, Masks, Social &
Physical Distancing, MIGRANTS /IDPs …
But we are SMART … we side-stepped into Digital Presence …
The Internet, Zoom calls, higher speeds, 5G …
Increasing Carbon Footprints by virtual routes…
Will we remember this time round at last?
Or do we need a more piercing reminder from Mother Earth?

Sr. Daphne Viveka rscj
St Anthony Church, Malad
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agnificient Frigate Birds of
G a l a p a g o s i s l a n d ' s
Ecuador…....when I was reaching out
to them they taught me lessons of endurance and I felt
the Holy Spirit fill my soul with power to keep
protecting our Planet- Earth!
I read the Encyclical and Laudato Si very often
for inspiration as founder of the Young
Environmentalists Programme Trust and deep sea
diver researching on Oceans habitat. I would like to
share an extract from a speech delivered by our Pope
Francis: “As stewards of God's creation, we are called
to make the earth a beautiful garden for the human
family. When we destroy our forests, ravage our soil
and pollute our seas, we betray that noble calling.”

Elsie Gabriel, Founder
Young Environmentalists Programme Trust
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THE PANDEMIC

H

ide or stay in your homes if you please,
For here is Coronavirus the dreadful disease.

A disease that is killing lives and spreading negative vibes.

Symptoms like fever making us weak, the doctors we need to seek.
You will begin with a headache and a cold,

we are told.

Struggling to get rid of a cough, can be quite tough.
For the problems of respiration, we will all need a prevention.
Let us make strong our immunity, for a global community.
Sanitize or wash your hands thoroughly with water and soap,
Sneeze or cough into a tissue to tackle the issue.
Avoid going to crowded places, or you will be one of the cases.
Yo u a n d I t o g e t h e r w i l l f i g h t t h i s v i r u s w i t h h o p e .
Let us unite and find a cure quick, before it makes the world sick.

Eco Ambassador Belinda Lopes
St. John the Baptist Church, Thane

An Ecological Conversion

O
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ur encounter with Jesus

of thinking and acting that are more

must be seen in our

respectful of creation” – Pope Francis

relationship

with

Minute Meditation Think of one very

Creation It must be said that, some

practical way in your personal life

committed and prayerful Christians, with

through which you will better care for

the excuse of realism and pragmatism,

our common home & its inhabitants?

tend to ridicule expressions of concern

Let us sing along with St Francis of

for the environment.

Brother

Others are passive; they choose
not to change their habits and thus

Son,

Sister

Moon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=glX
caD-Zz7M

become inconsistent. So what they all

Prayer For Our Earth – From

need is an “ecological conversion”,

Laudato Si – Pope Francis God of

whereby the effects of their encounter

love, show us our place in this world as

with Jesus Christ becomes evident in

channels of your love for all the

their relationship with the world around

creatures of this earth, for not one of

them.

them is forgotten in your sight. The

Living our vocation to be protectors

poor and the earth are crying out.

of God's handiwork is essential to a life of

O Lord, seize us with your power and

virtue; it is not an optional or a secondary

light, help us to protect all life, to

aspect of our Christian experience.

prepare for a better future, for the

(Laudato Si 217)

coming of your Kingdom of justice,

We

confess

our

failings

“Moved by sincere repentance, we may

peace, love and beauty. Praise be to
you! Amen.

confess our sin against creation ….. This
in turn must translate into concrete ways

Fr. Gerard Rodricks SJ

St. Peters Church, Bandra

AS SOME SAY....

S

ome are saying there's no tomorrow.
Start the war and see the sorrow,
of the border lines today.
a sister or brother, mother, father, uncle gone away.
Some are saying its time to seed.
to sow the earth and plant the need.
to stand and unitedly to fight.
food, food, food, our right.
Some say it is only a debate.
right-left, male-female, black-white, love- hate.
the world goes on despite our will.
Even when we are gone, there is life still.
Therefore some say its time to go.
To cease to resist, to go with the flow,
towards destruction and a new time.
when there shall be a previously unimagined sublime.
But what of now, and here and there;
what of pain everywhere.
This constant hurt, the massive cry.
Of upheaval to an unanswered, “why?”
And so some dig deeper, and far and wide.
And some, they go way way inside.
past the terror, the despair, the greed, fear, anger, pain.
to where is only a distant memory of rain.
Some emerge to dance with/as “sluts”.
to change the conversation and engage with “buts”.
Some go to the forests and deserts, in the wild.
and some find peace in a child.
Some go to those behind bars,
imprisoned, confined to beds, minds, walls and cars.
Some see our hope in a grain of sand.
in a leaf, a bug, the stars, a smile or the touch of a hand.
Now others are saying there's no tomorrow.
Its time for our love to be greater than our sorrow.
It doesn't matter what we do.

Neesha Noronha
St Andrew Church, Bandra
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BECOMING GOOD GUESTS

A

s I sit here, pondering on nature dearest,
I immediately hear the whirring of an A.C.
And a multitude of chirping birds.
I begin to wonder, what have we done?
to deserve the pleasure of listening to this
wondrous harmonious chirp-chirp-chirp?
So pleasing and soothing to the ears.
As a collective humanity, our actions are nothing
but vastly destructive to nature.
Just like the whirring of the A.C. we go 'whirring' our way,
Drilling mercilessly into her skin,
all the way down to her core
Our presence on planet earth,
has not been pleasing to our home earth.
I think she would view us as a guest who is disrespectful,
uncompassionate and massively greedy not
to forget selfish.
One who she wished never returned.
We have forgotten, we too are just a species,
'Homo Sapiens' called are we.
Just a huge brain do we have.
Which we consider to be our biggest blessing
Or is it our downfall? I think it is.
We have this amazing cognitive ability,
which makes us distinct from the rest
which does not imply greatness
or does not give us authority over others
or justify us adopting an 'anthropocentric attitude'
funnily enough, our huge brains cannot compute this fact.
It would be beneficial to understand this earlier on
But better late than never
We need to drill this into us homo sapiens
With an increased urgency. (cont’d)
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BECOMING GOOD GUESTS (cont’d)
'Why?' you ask.
Well simply because mother is quickly tiring
of us and of our ways.
She can very well throw us out;
abandon us, if she wants to.
The operative word being if.
When that happens we will then be homeless,
no one to look after us, nurture us, feed us.
No place for us to live and thrive.
And then when we come begging realising,
that without mothers love we cannot be
No amount of 'have mercy on us' will help.
No amount of 'technological advancements' will help.
Because, 'God always forgives, man sometimes forgives,
nature never forgives'
I find it so ironic, that as I sit here writing simply on
Loving, respecting our mother whilst wearing
a cloak of humility and a badge of harmony
Our fellow guests the humble busy bee,
the simple squawking crow, the loyal stray dog
have found huge favour in mother
they have all the qualities, we lack
embedded in their genes
this is their 'default' their 'in-built' behaviour
huh.. seems we have a lot of catching up to do.
I'm sure our huge brains can emulate them.
Let's learn to be good guests.
Before it's too late
Let's change our default
Let's go back to loving mother
She still awaits us with open arms.
How do I know this?
Well we still receive sunlight don't we?
We are still blessed with food to sustain
and water to replenish.
Mother still loves us. Let's love her too
Let's rewrite this love story.

Eco Ambassador Giselle Wilson,
Our Lady Of Lourdes Church, Orlem
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Art by Eco Ambassador Giselle Wilson
Our Lady Of Lourdes Church, Orlem
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